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The frac lal d imens ion in bioLogical paLterns and processes.
Part 1. The geometric background and its basic implications.
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The fracal dimension concept was developed to descnbe, indicaæ and expl¡in the spatial and temporal
pattems in complex fractional objects and sets. These systems could be analysed beter using fractional
dinensions than normal inæger dimeirsions of the Eucüdean geometry. The fracal dimension, in general,
describes the a¡nount of inner deails or the complexity of the infrastn¡chue of a system at different scales.
Although the fraction¡l dimensions are concepts of classical topology and measure theory from the
nineteenft cenn¡ry, the breakth¡ough of the fracal geometry happened in the early 1980s. The rapid
development of fast computers and the digital image processing technique combined ùo a less form¡l
geometry with several applicable connections to the geometry of nanrre made fracal geometry popular in
many sciences.
The fracal geometry offers methods to study üe heterogeneity of a system and its spatial and temporal
scales by a quantitative measur€. the fractal dimension. These properties have inærested also biologists to
use the f¡acal dimension in many different connections partly as an indicaúor of the complexity of a
system, but also in evaluating the borders of a system or i8 subparæ. There bas also boe,n a tend€ncy to
see the fractal dimension as a system 'megaparameter' and also as a sort of umversal law or de affecting
also the evolution of üe system. The evid€,nce suggests, however, that it may rather be used as a relative
me€su¡e of complexity. The imporance of the f¡acal dimension in biological sysæms may esse,ntially be
the possibility to observe its chmges at different spatiotemporal scales and compare the fractal dinensions
in sysæms of a same like.
Even though the implications of the fractal dimension concept are perhaps not strictly tesùable because of
the inductive naü¡re of ûe theory and iæ rnherenÇ hidden strucû¡re, it has many ap'plicable areas in
biology. The analysis of borders, surfaces, frequency distibutions and point patrerns at different scales
are exa.nples of using the fractal dime,nsion in biological patterû analysis. The tenporal properties of the
f¡actal dimension can be used in the analysis of nonliner dyn¡mics, tinesenes and temporal dispersion
or dift¡sion. If the spatial and temporal propertes of the fract¡l dimension a¡e connected, it can be used in
relatively tightly inægrated syst€ms as in physiology, but also in more diffi¡se and complex processes as in
dynamics or in hierarchial syst€ms of l"mdscape ecology.
Besides a geometrical descriphon of biological syst€,Ds at different scales, fractal geonetry and dimeirsion
are tools for new ideas of complexity, deærminism and ch¡os. Very complex stn¡chüÊs and dynanics may
be created by using simple, recursive algorithms revealing delicate lines betweeil order aûd chaos in
nsû¡re. Fract¡l geometry and iß dimensions form an extensive basís to constnrct md courpare different
heterogernous and information¡l stuc0¡¡es using modern computer imqge processing and analysing
techniques.

As meny biological syst€ms contain simultaneously ordered, random and chaotic eleinents, the fractal
dimension approach should be property restsicted to relevant biological scales and be used togeûer wiü
other methods measuring spatiotemporal patters and processes. As the fractal geometry and the concept of
&e fractal dimension a¡e still in many ways in form¡tive phases of development, it may be too early to
evah¡¡te its toal implications to biological systems. The history of biological syst€Nns and models has,
however,shown úst instead o¡ ¿ single, dominating theory or paradigm, it is psrhrys more useñ¡l to try to
combine seve¡al 'objective' methods aod approaches with biological küowledge, which may sometimes be
'subþtive' or specific to cefain systems. This may be ûe only way to at least partly rmderstan( what
really happens in na¡¡re.
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